
AIOps Power Digital 
Transformation
Splunk analytics accelerate 
performance, cut costs, and  
ease management  

To compete in the digital era, organizations must elevate their business processes to a high degree 
of efficiency. Even small improvements can spell the difference between success and failure. Because 
digital business happens in real time, IT leaders need tools to inspect and analyze live data streams 
from multiple sources, whether to streamline operations, detect fraudulent activity, or secure data 
from cyberattacks. The Splunk data analytics platform harnesses the power of artificial intelligence 
operations (AIOps) to meet these needs. 

Splunk sifts through vast quantities of data using machine learning (ML) to detect process 
inefficiencies, then automates remedial actions to resolve issues without human intervention. Where 
management decisions must be made, Splunk provides clear visual information to help IT staff discern 
the best course of action, while Splunk’s ML algorithms detect patterns to anticipate performance 
issues before they arise. Splunk IT Service Intelligence has predefined workflows, dashboards, and 
reports that adapt to specific environments.
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Infrastructure management 
pain points

Splunk’s capabilities are arriving when they are 
most needed. Many organizations have built up IT 
infrastructures that are a collection of disparate systems 
performing tasks in distinct silos. At the same time, data 
volumes are multiplying at an astonishing rate. According 
to IDC, global data creation and replication will grow from 
64.2 zettabytes in 2020 at a compound annual growth 
rate of 23% to reach 180.74 zettabytes in 2025. (A single 
zettabyte is equal to about 250 billion DVDs.)

Cyberattacks, meanwhile, are increasing in 
number and sophistication, threatening financial 
losses, reputational damage, and interrupted business 
operations. In addition, many industry regulations 
require personally identifiable information (PII) to be 
protected at the risk of stiff financial penalties. These 
include the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) 
for companies doing business in Europe; the Health 
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 
for U.S. healthcare organizations; and the California 
Consumer Privacy Act (CCPA) for companies doing 
business with California residents.

The increasing adoption of containers is driving 
increased management capabilities and performance 
optimizations. Containers enable a high degree of server 
utilization, typically four times than otherwise possible 
through virtualization, whether in the cloud or on 
premises.  Higher data throughput can also be obtained 
by containerizing Splunk. 

Splunk addresses operational pain points through 
real-time analytics of streaming data.  

Real-time insights from data generated by industrial 
control systems, applications, sensors, and connected 
devices will enable organizations to optimize business 
processes, driving out inefficiency and even innovating 
entirely new processes. 

Splunk benefits 

Splunk technology powers AIOps by delivering 
insights from machine data to increase infrastructure 
efficiency, optimize business processes, and improve 
security. Splunk gathers real-time data from industrial 
control systems, applications, sensors, or connected 

devices so that it can be mined for insights. Meanwhile, 
Splunk intelligent event management collects, enriches, 
and prioritizes event information so that incidents are 
resolved faster. 

Visualization and reporting tools present relevant 
information clearly to enable decision-makers to discern 
the best options. Splunk capabilities include ML-based 
predictive analytics to help managers foresee future 
performance incidents, as well as deep dives that enable 
managers to determine the root cause of a performance 
issue at code level. Splunk analytics enable managers to 
move quickly, making their organizations more efficient 
and agile. 

Splunk also helps strengthen security in remote 
and hybrid working environments. The increase in 
remote work due to the recent COVID-19 pandemic has 
also increased the vulnerability of remote devices to 
cyberattack, since they might be personal computers, 
tablets, or smartphones used on home or public Wi-Fi 
networks. Splunk ML algorithms applied to remote 
devices and data traffic zero in on suspicious data traffic 
and usage patterns.  

Containerized applications, meanwhile, have 
emerged as an important tool to optimize the use 
of IT infrastructure, particularly across hybrid cloud 
environments. Containers can be moved either on 
premises or to the cloud, depending on the most efficient 
location. While itself running in a container, Splunk 
monitors the performance of other containerized 
applications and provides real-time information so their 
performance can be optimized. 

         Healthcare 

Healthcare organizations must contend with clinical 
data, whether from electronic health records, medical 
devices, or pharmaceutical doses and interactions. 
But they also must manage data relating to insurance 
claims and reimbursements, as well as data for everyday 
operations such as billing, accounts payable, payroll, 
and human resources. As healthcare organizations 
manage these different types of data, they are subject 
to demands for higher-quality care, all while facing rising 
budget pressures. In response, they must optimize their 
operations as never before, while guarding the privacy of 
patient information within HIPAA regulations. 

https://conf.splunk.com/files/2021/recordings/ITO1469B.mp4
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To deliver superior care while containing costs, 
Splunk-enabled real-time data analytics are a powerful 
tool for many tasks. Splunk analytics can help optimize 
data traffic across Health Information Exchange (HIE) 
networks so that doctors, nurses, pharmacists, and other 
health care providers can securely access and share 
patient information. In addition, Splunk analytics can spot 
personally identifiable information (PII) that might be in 
breach of HIPAA regulations, monitor patient wait times 
to improve the level of care, and track the flow of drugs 
from prescription to usage. And when it comes to health 
insurance, Splunk analytics identify process inefficiencies 
as well as fraudulent claims. 

        Banking, Financial Services, and  
        Insurance (BFSI)

In the financial services industry, fraudulent activity 
is ubiquitous and wasteful. It erodes institutional profits 
and drives up prices for honest customers. However, 
traditional hands-on methods of preventing fraudulent 
activity can be labor-intensive, time-consuming, and not 
entirely effective. To address these issues, Splunk ML 
algorithms sift through large quantities of data to detect 
suspicious behavior patterns. Anomalies are flagged for 
examination by human experts, greatly increasing the 
efficiency of fraud prevention. 

Splunk can index, correlate, and consolidate event 
data from different siloed tools to create consolidated 
fraud scores, then presents visual reports that depict a 
clear picture of what is going on, including the scale and 
possible financial impact of the fraudulent activity. 

BFSI institutions gain a clear awareness of 
fraudulent activity so they can cut losses and prosecute 
perpetrators. The results are lower costs and a healthier 
institution that is better able to serve its customers. 

Better together: The Conducive- 
Dell-Intel platform for Splunk  

Conducive delivers critical insights rapidly and 

simplifies management of hybrid cloud deployments 

by integrating Splunk technology on Dell PowerEdge 

servers powered by Intel Xeon processors and Optane 

storage technology. For containerizing Splunk, Red Hat 

OpenShift provides a powerful integrated and optimized 

platform for running and managing containers.  In 

addition, “data node for OpenShift Data Foundation” on 

Intel-powered Dell PowerEdge servers incorporate a 

number of advanced technologies for both worker and 

storage nodes. For example: 

·  Dell PowerEdge servers with Optane SSD and 

non-volatile memory express (NVMe) can run 

demanding workloads simultaneously to lower 

costs and increase system utilization. 

·  Dell Elastic Cloud Storage (ECS) object storage 

delivers scalability, performance, resilience, and 

economics. Dell ECS can store unstructured data 

in data lakes, from which AI, machine learning, IoT, 

and analytics insights can be derived. 

·  Dell ECS is compatible with Amazon Simple 

Storage Service (S3), making it particularly well 

suited to hybrid cloud deployments. Organizations 

can manage a globally distributed storage 

infrastructure under a single global namespace, 

while accessing content from any location. 

·  For containerizing Splunk, “data node for 

OpenShift Data Foundation” provides native 

integration into Red Hat OpenShift (Kubernetes) 

Container Platform, industry leading containers 

platform.

·  Dell Intel-based server power is available on APEX 

infrastructure services, providing a cloud-based 

infrastructure alternative to organizations seeking 

the benefits of a hybrid cloud environment.  

Conducive includes the OpenShift family of 

containerization software, including Kubernetes 

orchestration, in its turnkey solution, which can be 

deployed on premises with “data node for OpenShift 

Data Foundation” or via Dell APEX services. Seamless 

management and fast performance reduce mean 

time to remediation, resulting in improved application 

performance across hybrid cloud environments. 

Splunk and BFSI Benefits: lower 
costs and a healthier institution

Splunk and Healthcare Benefits: 
optimized data traffic while 
identifying processes and fraud
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Optimized performance

The performance gains of the implementation are 
significant and enable a deployment to deliver rapid 
return on investment (ROI) by reducing mean time to 
remediation. For example, both indexing and searching 
can be performed at the same time. This is possible for 
containerized applications managed by Splunk, with 
Intel Optane solid-state drives (SSDs) playing the role 
of boot/metadrive while handling the hot data storage 
tier.  In addition, the Intel-based Dell servers scale in 
linear fashion as more indexer and search head nodes are 
added. As a result, an organization can quickly gain ROI 
from an initial implementation, then build on it to monitor 
and manage many more applications without a drop-off 
in performance. 

Conclusion

Efficient IT operations are necessary for digital 
transformation, whether improving customer experiences 
or innovating new products and services. But legacy 
silos, rapidly multiplying data quantities, cybersecurity 
threats, containerized applications, and hybrid cloud 
environments significantly increase management 
challenges. A new approach is needed. 

The Conducive-Splunk-Dell-Intel partnership fills 
the need for an integrated solution guided by experts. 
Splunk AIOps technology running on the world’s fastest 
infrastructure provides operations managers with 
clear, actionable insights into application performance. 
With guidance provided by Conducive experts, the 
implementation has proven itself across a wide range of 
industries including healthcare and BFSI. It’s the fastest, 
easiest way for operations managers to take control of 
application performance in the era of the hybrid cloud.

conducivesi.com

DellTechnologies.com

Intel.com

RedHat.com

RedHat.com

For more information, visit:

https://www.conducivesi.com/
http://DellTechnologies.com/ai
http://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/homepage.html
https://www.redhat.com/en/resources/data-node-config-openshift-overview
https://www.redhat.com/en/resources/data-nodes-openshift-intel-dell-datasheethttps://www.redhat.com/en/resources/easily-scale-apps-intel-brief

